
“Cosmic Gall,” by John Updike 

Translated by physicist Hans-Uno Bengtsson, Professor at Uppsala & UCLA, a decorated teacher.  



 Response to an invitation to address “the saga of IMB”... 
 

    Protons disintegrate?  Neutrinos oscillate!  

 How massive “H2O” detectors reveal nature’s secrets 
  

 

  …A marriage “made in the heavens” & on earth, or... 

                             ...the oscillating road to neutrino mass...
       

 

L. Sulak, Boston University 

Nobel Ceremony Week 

Angström Laboratory, Uppsala University, 17 December 2015 

Hosts: Olga Botner & Allan Hallgren 
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…A retrospective on the initial experiments...  

  Neutrino microscopes & telescopes, the early history 
 

  Initiated, but unrealized, precursor to Antares, IceCube, Km3net: 

          Dumand         1 km3     Hawaii     1976* 
                                                       

  Focus on the pioneers: 

         IMB   10 kilotons = (20m)3     Ohio     1978 

          Kamioka    3  kilotons   Kamioka     1979 
 

  The IMB/Kamioka merger: 

           Super-K   50 kilotons      A bigger K cavity   1992 

                        * ~ proposal dates 
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 Seminal technology of IMB...now morphed    
  into 9 ν telescopes & microscopes, on 4 continents... 

  

                      neutrino source                       target                note 

    K2K/T2K  KEK/Tokai accelerators             pure RO water          Super-K detector 

     Kamland       nuclear reactors                scintillator, oil, water       old K cavity 

  SNO, Sudbury             our sun                           heavy water        $300 M        

Antares, off France     cosmic rays                   Mediterranean water    2.4 km deep 

IceCube, South Pole   cosmic rays                    in ice, “solid” water    1.5-2.5 km 

  Daya Bay, China         reactors                    near & far detectors          2 detectors 

     Reno, Korea            reactors                    near & far detectors   2 = detectors 

      Km3net         cosmic rays               seawater              1st string operating 
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  1970: all started with Fermilab, an accelerator designed to study ν’s,                                                
              & the first “big,” totally-active liquid scintillator calorimeter: 

 

Experiment E1A: 

Massive = 100T 

Internal reflection   
by teflon, n=1.35 

Segmented = 
 complex 
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       Neutrino “Saga”: 1971, then 1973... 

Fermilab 100T  E1A,        
 discovered deep inelastic neutral currents 

Then 60T BNL E613 mineral oil scintillator:    
 observed νµ p → νµ p  elastic scattering, 

      ...neither enough to power a supernova.    
          LoSecco  

 

BNL detector became target for E704,    
 first “short” baseline oscillation exp’t:  
  ~0.1 km            
  Δ++ production => ~0.1 GeV νµ                     
  L/E = 1 km/GeV              
        vs.  10 km/GeV, as we now know. 

 

Seeing nothing => need bigger L/E, mass. 
 Easier with atmospheric νµ? 
 Oil cost too hi=> water target-detector? 
 Penalty:  ~30 times less light! 

 
 
 

            HU team, notice Strait & Kozanecki.   
      (half of team from Penn, not shown)  
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   The feasibility of a water target-detector spawned...mass, directionality...summer ‘76: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

       Proc. 1976 DUMAND Summer Workshop.          Drawings by LRS, chair of “Neutrino Signatures” group.   
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 Design of 1976, eventually realized in Antares ~2003, then in IceCube (frozen H2O)...  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          (DUMAND optical module, 1991, 

           before Congress killed it & the SuperCollider in ’93, 

            I trotted off to Saclay to convince France to adopt it.) 
       

Berezinski & LRS, Proc. 1976 DUMAND Summer Workshop             8 



Invention of conceptual technology for directional calorimetry... 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 ...but non-accelerator experiments barely fundable in the US at the time.                  
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…How to search for νµ oscillation in the semi-∞  Δm2 phase space?   
 
BNL E704:  our L/E was not big enough, detector not massive enough.  
 
BNL E706 Proposal: send 100 MeV beam 100 km to Wallestonite Mine in upper NY.            
 
 
 
 
 
 
Search for:   

  
Oscillations during beam bursts.  
 
Proton decay between blasts. 
  
  
 
 
Recognize a current detector, 
        operational 40 years later?   
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1st long-baseline oscillation proposal: 
 
    Presented by LRS, January 1977. 
 
 
    Sam Ting, on BNL PAC: “I like it!”    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             But BNL said “No, too risky.” 
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Then came our savior, in’77, an overriding theory challenge:  

 Search for SU5 proton decay to ~1029 years... 

     Need 1033 nucleons to definitively test SU5 Grand Unification. 

  Scintillating oil, at $1/kg, way too expensive, 10 kT = $10 M. 

  => Must use water...luckily Dumand experience gave us conceptual design. 

Must be deep underground to reduce background; 

  where rate of neutrinos events equivalent to proton decay at ~1030 years. 
 

 Ancillary challenge:  non-SU5 Unifying Theories predict neutrino oscillation, harder... 

       Must understand interactions from atmospheric neutrinos. 

        Need better pattern recognition, only 1 ring. 

 Need timing to distinguish muons & electrons, products of νµ and νe. 
 

  Spent all of ’78: Devising a prototype for both proton decay & neutrino interactions. 

1 postdoc (LoSecco), 2 students (Cortez &Foster), 2 ugrads, 1 EE & LRS. 7 at Harvard.  
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Madison Conference, December 8, 1978: 
      First detailed paper on imaging water Cherenkov detector for proton decay 

Totally active calorimeter. 
 
Cherenkov, 
     measures charged particle direction.  

 
Surface array of PMs, more pixels. 
 
Atmospheric neutrino events identified. 
 
1033 year PDK limit achievable. 
 
Muon/electron discrimination: 
      Timing scales, µsec & nsec. 
 
600 m underground sufficient. 
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Detector overview from Madison talk... 

A cube ~18 m OD on each side. 
Fiducial volume of 143 m3 

1.5 x 1033 nucleons (2.5KT)          
2 m veto region 
 

Surface array of 5” diameter        
 hemisperical PMTs 

 
Spacing – 0.7m between PMT 
 
Total 2400 PMTs, 1% photocathode coverage. 
 
¼ photoelectron threshold. 
 
Energy threshold 30 MeV, 

 to see muon decay electrons. 
 
Muon decay detection efficiency 50% 
        using a late µsec timing scale. Proc. Seminar on Proton Stability, Madison, 1978. 
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Proc. Seminar on Proton Stability, Madison, 1978. 

Cherenkov geometry from that Dec’78 paper... 
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Cortez’s simulation of tracks in Dec ’78 paper ... 

Monte Carlo showing p → e + π0 event. 

  

Cherenkov rings hit 6 faces of PMs. 

 

Vertex & track angle reconstruction 
require PM timing resolution to a few ns. 

 

Proc. Seminar on Proton Stability, Madison, 1978. 
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  How much light do we need to reconstruct 1 GeV events? 

  ...at $250 each, PMs a cost driver. 
 

High quantum efficiency bialkali photocathode ~20%. 
 

Single photoelectron detection critical to maximize # of pixels. 
 

1 GeV signal (e.g. p → e+π0) requires ~ 200 photoelectrons for 
      sufficient energy resolution 

  neutrino recognition  
  background rejection 
  detecting decay modes with less light 

 

Phototube coverage of surface >1%.   
 

Detector size requires transparency > 30m at 300-500 nm.  
 

                ’78 Madison 
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Winter/Spring 1979:  
     Moving from paper to finding a site, creating a team, getting funded. 
 
The site:   

 1) Park City mine, advocated by Carlo & Cline                      Worstell PhD 
   Their goal: Megaton, reflective walls, calorimetry only, timing difficult 
  
 2) Morton Salt Mine, east of Cleveland; Reines recent occupant              Mme Wu’s 

 
First team addition: 
     New colleagues at Ann Arbor, Sinclair & van der Velde.                                 Now 13 

  
Funding:                  
    IMB Letter of Intent to DOE February ’79, deClined (bless his departed soul)!          
 
    Maurice Goldhaber, feeling proton decay “in his bones,” says >1026 year lifetime. 

  Wise, incredibly supportive “Director” of BNL: 
   

   “Larry, you make the choice…I’ll go where you go.”    
 
Second team addition:  

 Get Reines on board, and off to Cleveland. 
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Feb ’79 LOI to DOE dismissed...but theorists to the rescue! 

   We owe it to the Standard Theory makers: 
  Asked each for help, they obliged with letters to DOE.  

     

 
 

 

 

 
 

         Shelly Glashow       Abdus Salam         Steve Weinberg 

            Shelly & Steve had witnessed development at Harvard.  
 

                          May 1979:  IMB submits updated proposal, DOE reconsiders.  
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May ’79 Proposal:  

Includes   
 proton decay, 
 neutrino oscillations,
 supernova. 

Approved...but ½ funding! 

 

 
 

 Note man scaled to size: 
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   The DOE funding decision... 
 

IMB the “primary” detector, 10 kT,  
  given half (insufficient) funding, $2M.  

 Shelly to the rescue: convinces new president of U of Michigan   
   to provide $1M in seed money! 
 

HPW given funding to continue at 1 kT size (saving sweet Carlo). 
 
A struggle to keep Harvard PhD students on the project:      

  “Excommunicated” by Carlo     
But condensed matter faculty to the rescue 
Cortez & Foster continue with local CM co-advisors &     

 LRS at University of Michigan, as project moves to U of M.   
 

            1st DOE funding for a major non-accelerator project! 
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More hit PMs in surface array means:  

 Better track reconstruction.  

 Better background rejection. 
 

Reflected light in volume array:  

 Increases total light collected, but  

 Confuses the track reconstruction,  

 Destroys directionality. 
 

Even first photons hit ½ as many PMs. 

 The US competition in ‘79: HPW, a volume array of PMs 
  ...vs. a surface array, lights up twice as many PMs: 

IMB Proposal to DOE, 1979. 
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Also in the proposal: Electronics design... 

Fine granularity time scale:  1 nsec resolution   
 for position & direction reconstruction. 

 

Course time scale: 10 nsec resolution for muon 
 decays. 

 

Fine time scale:  

 measured from photon arrival to trigger time.   

 

Coarse time scale:  

 measured from trigger until muon decay. 

 

Charge integration on first pulse. 

 

     ‘79 IMB DOE Proposal 

Engineered by Foster & Weedon 
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   Details of IMB proposal presented here in Scandinavia, at Bergen, Neutrino ’79, June: 

       Challenge: understand atmospheric neutrinos, the limit to proton decay sensitivity. 
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How would IMB search for the signature of oscillating neutrinos? 

  Recent graphics from E. Kearns, Super-K. 
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Atmospheric neutrino e/µ ratio the key to oscillations, 1980:  

Simulate oscillations: 

 atmospheric neutrinos give  

 up/down asymmetry 

 

Detailed calculations by Cortez & LRS. 

 

 

                        Proc. of Neutrino ’80, LRS. 

Proc. of First Workshop on Grand Unification, LRS, 1980. 
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Details of IMB sensitivity to neutrino oscillations published... 
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 Summary of IMB detector design, pioneered in ’78 & ’79,        
                                many elements used by later experiments: 
       

 Reverse osmosis to achieve long transparency water                 Culligan & US Navy 
  Use of only nylon & PVC to maintain transparancy 

 

 Hemispherical photomultipliers                      EMI 5”, Hiruma 8” 
  Isochronous                     Learned  
  Pressure tolerant, operational underwater to 3 atm                                Bridgman  
  Nanosecond time resolution  
  Performance at single photoelectron level 

  

 Deadtimeless electronics                  Foster, Hazen 
  ¼ photoelectron threshold 
  Two time scales:               
   nano-sec, for directionality with 20 m baseline 
   micro-sec, for identification of muon decay electrons 

 

 Event Simulation               Cortez, LRS 
   Timing & pattern recognition sufficient for PDK to SUSY      
   Neutrino oscillation sensitivity.                                      

 

 Event display, time & pulse height encoding with joystick             Shumard 
 

 Calibration:  337 nm nitrogen laser for pulse height,                          Strait 
   with log attenuator & isotropic Ludox diffusing ball                        Bionta 
   Isotropic LED ball with avalanche photodiodes for timing              Lessure 
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IMB cavity in 1979 (left):          
      ...excavator (below) 

 

Roughly a 20 m cube. 

Limited by the maximum width 
supportable in salt. 
 

Mechanical miner... no explosives, 
no faults in salt,  >10 year lifetime.  
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The “disco” room at Michigan, a scaled mockup of IMB with 100 PMs before installation...    
 evaluating response to PDK & neutrinos simulated with 1) LED & 3) Ludox laser ball.   
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At the IMB mine, 

 

PMs on catwalk...     
 before being dunked. 

 

Deployed from reel,  
 single cable suspension,    
 carrying HV in        
  & signal out. 

 

Only nylon & PVC   
 in contact with RO water. 
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Fall ‘81  IMB–1, 2048 5” PMs, 1 m spacing, 2 m fiducial, 1% PM coverage. 

 

 

 ...but 
RO water 
leaches 
sodium 
from 
glass! 
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IMB-1:   5” PM 

 

IMB-2:  5” PM                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
+ Wavelength        
Shifting plate 

IMB-3:   8” PM + 
Shifter plate (not 
shown) 

 

 ...forcing us to replace 5” EMI PMs with 8” Hamamatsu,    
 reverse engineered by then. 

3 generations of IMB transducers...& IMB (& Super-K) Electronics:   
                                                      (with DUMAND 15” optical module) 
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 IMB-3: 2048 8” hemispherical phototubes with waveshifting light collectors 
 …plus diver/physicist in dry suit in 10 kilotons of world’s purist water. 
                   Errede 

                     34 



  
a) Single 10 cm sheet of scintillator 

  as cosmic muon veto on top. 
 
b) Dead iron slab. 
 
c) 5m thick Cherenkov layer. 
 
High photocathode coverage, > 10%. 

Watanabe et al., Proc. Conf. Unified Theories & Baryon Number, 1979. 
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 Meanwhile, Feb ’79, Competition #2...   
 ...the Kamioka proposal: 

            3 layers: scintillator, iron & water  



However, Kamiokande fails to mimic IMB in several critical ways: 
 

 No fast timing for track reconstruction & direction. 
      No µsec timing to identify muon decay; they rely totally on   

  topology,  with only pulse height info from big PMs.  
 No reverse osmosis filtering...radon in heavy metal mine a problem.  
 Only 1/9 the total volume...eventually requires an external veto. 
                 Watanabe et al., Unified Theories & Baryon Number, 1979,  p. 62. 

Kamioka changes technology, credits LRS: 
           “ ~1/3 as many PMs needed...his proposal very practical.” 
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PM evolution: Mr. Hiruma, President, Hamamatsu, deserves a prize for invention...
 using IMB Poisson code 

IMB-1 PM 

Kamioka (& SK) PM 

IMB 
Fiducial 

Mass 

Kamioka 
Fiducial 

Mass 

Our Michigan grad students Shumard & Park 
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       Kamioka I (1983-1986): 

cylindrical cavity 

1 kiloton fiducial (3 ktons total)  

1000 PMs, 20 inch diameter 

7 MeV threshold...    
 sufficient for solar  ν’s 

1 km deep  vs. 0.6 km of IMB... 
 allowing them to see solar ν’s
  above oxygen spallation.  

 

       Kamioka II (> 1986): 

123 PMs as anti-counter added.  

Cortez & Mann installed timing.  

Reverse osmosis filtering added. 
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  Back at IMB, 1 atmospheric ν event/day observed, as expected...viewed from vertex of Č ring. 

     Pulse height encoded by # of slashes, 1 slash = 1 photoelectron; nice stopping muon: 
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...In contrast, “best” candidate for a back-to-back 2 track proton decay event... 

    Nanosecond timing color encoded: red early, blue late:   
                       (a code that persists thru IceCube!) 
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That best PDK candidate: A muon Cherenkov ring on right, an indistinguishable shower on left...  

         ...but the event is not back-to-back;  no late timing signature, so an unlikely muon  
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First results, 
    < 4 years                            

      from proposal: 
 
 
Proton lives  

  > 1032 years, 
 
SU5 not viable, 
      by a factor of 1000! 
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But a big problem from the start...  
 
We’re missing muon neutrinos, 
    not enough with µ    e decay      

 signature  

Cortez PhD thesis, 1983 43 



Then 3 years trying to falsify the result...  
 searching for systematic detector problems... 

Extensive studies of stopping muons.  

Calibrations to check detector   
 response to muon decays.  

3 independent models. 

2 independent analyses,      
 East coast & west coast.   

Including         
 muon polarization,     
 dead time,        
 after-pulsing,      
 phototube efficiency,  
 geomagnetic effects 

 
Shumard 1984 PhD Thesis 
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More tests of the “no neutrino oscillation” hypothesis... 

Requiring a muon decay: 

E/L comparison of data & 
simulation fits well:  

ICRC meeting in San Diego 1985 IMB 3 data, with 8” PMs, same result.  
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Reuse actual bubble chamber events for the simulation... 

Model agrees well         
 with published neutrino data,  

but the missing muon problem persists. 

 

  

34 ±	1%  expected muon fraction,            
26 ±	2%  observed muon fraction 

 

8.0 ±	2.2% difference = a 3.6 sigma deficit 
 

 

Simulation is marked by the x's, data by +’s. 46 



...but Kamioka finds no muon anomaly!!! Kajita’s PhD ’86.   
 Sent LoSecco to alert them & try to find out why???  

 

We publish the “muon anomaly”:           
    IMB sees only 75% of expected muon-neutrinos! 
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‘86: Experimental results for electron to muon ratio? 

Expected if no oscillations: 

 ne/nm= 0.64 

 

Nusex reports  

 ne/nm= 0.28 ±	0.11 

 

Kamioka reports 

  ne/nm= 0.36 ± 0.08 

 

but IMB consistently gets 

 ne/nm= 1.3 !!! 

 February 1986 Lake Louise Meeting, LoSecco Review Talk 
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In 1986, how do Kamioka’s neutrino distributions look? 

Kajita’s PhD thesis, February 1986.  “These figures 
indicate that the agreement between the data and the 
[non-oscillating] simulation is quite well.” 

His PhD thesis figures appear as Nakahata et al. J. 
Phys. Soc. Jpn. 55, 3786 (1986).    

Muon and electron normalizations are absolute, 
 not a fit to the data.  

Comparison of M (muon) type [top] & 
S (electron) type [bottom] events.   

Dashed curve is unnormalized to the 
expected value. 
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...after Cortez & Mann install muon decay timing. 

  

Muon rate only 59 ±	7%  of that expected for no oscillations. 
 

They force their former Muon/Showering pattern 
recognition to agree with the muon decay rates. 

Note the deficiency in the muon spectra: 

 

They cite IMB, quoting our published result: 

 

  

Finally, in ’88, Kamioka confirms IMB result of 5 years earlier... 

electrons muons 

K.Hirata et al., Phys. Lett 205, 416 (1988) 
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Then…at 07:35:35 UT…bam…b-bam bam bam…8 times in IMB                                                                        
                                                     …11 in Kamioka 

…an entire sun implodes in only 13 seconds, then explodes, 
       though Kamioka’s clocks reset by power failure. 
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…each with a beautiful Cherenkov ring.   
 
The second IMB event: 
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…with your eye at the vertex of the 3rd of 8 IMB events... 

...100 billion neutrinos per cm2 
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...observation believable, 2 detectors fired together... 

 
The signal predicted  

     3 years earlier:  

 

 

 

 

                     LoSecco  
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SuperNova!  

Cover Story 

for seeing 19 of 1058 neutrinos... 
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But for oscillations, both 
IMB & Kamioka too small. 

Each had a 3.6 σ effect;
 combined 5.4 σ. 

DOE wanted Japanese     
 support of SSC,     
 so no IMB upgrade. 

Quid pro quo: move to 
Japan if we were to 
continue. 

 

Took IMB PMs, 
waveshifters, etc. to build 
outer detector of Super-K. 
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Super-K in ‘96: 
 

First Filling of tank: 

22 kiloton fiducial (50 kT total) 

40 m high, 40 m diameter. 

11,000 PM inner detector. 
 

5 MeV threshold. 

1 km deep in new cavity. 

2,000 PM outer detector. 
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 Even after 3 years of Super-K running, 

 

 

     IMB still very competitive! 
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Solar Atmospheric CP Phase Reactor... Majorana Phases 
Double β Decay 

3 Component Flavor Mixing 

That’s the past...the future of neutrino physics? 

Two riddles are solved:        
 The solar neutrino problem, and    
 The atmospheric neutrino puzzle           
  both by neutrino oscillation studies. 

But what about         
 the neutrino mass hierarchy?     
 the other terms of the complex mixing matrix?  
   

 

Appearance exp’ts?        
Value of θ13?    
CP Violation?
Majorana vs. Dirac?
Absolute Mass? 

    Many discoveries yet to come... 
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Summary: In neutrino physics, mass, pixels, & independent observables are everything... 
 

   IMB: invented technology, robustly discovered large atmospheric anomaly.          ’83  
 Couldn’t kill it, alerted Japanese competition.                       ’86   

   Kamiokande: after new collaborators added timing, confirmed the anomaly          ’88 

    ...but neither had the event rate to determine oscillations to better than ~3.5 σ     

Why? 
 Insufficient data to cut it enough ways to cope with  
  a) 3 component mixing, and 

  b) low energy νµ events that oscillate with poor directionality        
            vs. high energy ones that do not oscillate, but point well.     

 Super-K, with  7 times the fiducial mass & event rate of IMB       
                    5 times the PMs  of IMB in the inner detector,       
      could normalize to hi-energy, unoscillated  νµ’s with good direction, then 

  fit 25 parameters in the 2004 PRL paper                         
             39 parameters in the 2005 PRD paper      
                 ...that’s the bottom line! 
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During the question period at the end of the presentation, Olga Botner asked about an IMB 
publication that showed no muon deficiency, 

 “Search for muon neutrino oscillations with the Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven detector,” 
 Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 1010 (1992)],  R. Becker-Szendy, C. B. Bratton et al. 

This paper compared IMB’s observation to an atmospheric neutrino flux, calculated and 
proposed in a paper by Lee and Koh in 1990, one of four atmospheric neutrino fluxes 
available at the time.  The Lee and Koh flux was repudiated in 1996 by the authors as 
incorrectly calculated; however, a retraction was never published.   

The IMB observations 1992 were confirmed in 1999 by Super-K; since it is 4 times larger, it 
should have more stopping muons:   

     Stopping muons/upward muons =  0.16 ± 0.02   IMB (1992)                     
          0.22 ± 0.02   Super-K (1999)  

This footnote to the history has been recently published by 

  "Comment on Search for mu-neutrino oscillations with IMB,” arXiv:1601.07152,  J. 
 LoSecco and L. Sulak.   

Botner also inquired about the IMB paper, “Atmospheric Muon Neutrino Fraction above 1  
GeV,” PRL97, 345, R. Clark et al.   It reported the ratio “observed” / “expected” = 1.1 ± 0.16 
at high energies and 0.71 for the contained event sample.  This paper remains accurate. 

 

Postscript: a faulty flux - the only way IMB found to falsify their oscillation result  



RESERVE 
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“Cosmic Gall,” by John Updike 

 

Neutrinos, they are very small. 
They have no charge and have no mass 
And do not interact at all. 
The earth is just a silly ball 
To them, through which they simply pass, 
Like dustmaids through a drafty hall 
Or photons through a sheet of glass. 
They snub the most exquisite gas, 
Ignore the most substantial wall, 
Cold-shoulder steel and sounding brass, 
Insult the stallion in his stall, 
And scorning barriers of class, 
Infiltrate you and me! Like tall 
And painless guillotines, they fall 
Down through our heads into the grass. 
At night, they enter at Nepal 
And pierce the lover and his lass 
From underneath the bed-you call 
It wonderful; I call it crass. 

 

 Neutrinos are elusive.  They can pass through 1000 light-years of lead without interacting.             
  You and I are now being invaded by about 1014 neutrinos each second.  

 


